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3,,lin t. Trustees of the t%ilit s ouut 











proposed  $3.6 
million SJS 
College
 Union as seen by Phi Kinzli, 
senior conservation major.
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 slimmer sessions if 
salaries were not increased. 
An
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MOILS were planning action before 
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he located at 
the  
.' rill' 
'ering  Building, 
cafeteria, 
breezeways 






































which he took first 




those polling must 













a $25 gift certificate. 
1Construction  
would  then 
begin in 
11965-66,  







immNliale  step 
after ap-
Into% al 
ol the fliP ii. 5,15 
Nviaild
 




























approved  by 
Student
 










okays  the 
design  
* * * 
quirements 






the other hand, if 
the union 
proposal
 fails, there 
will probably 
never  be a student center at 
SJS. 
At 
least it would be 
many  years 
I before the 
Truen.,-,
 would allow 
'another election 
tu determine if 
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tudents can he 
assured













1"We have to 






ed by the 
college U S 
:overnment." 
Backing
 him up was 
alvi,ory
 
committee  to screen  
erseas 
 




r-ts who apply fun* tho  Alto stated, "NA'e are
 
cuing
 to ruin 
umg job. 
  c and vie us iE say what 
,,umr-u
 ultuirvu. auuuuuld 
rind ft 
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1,1 one  
of





The Union campaign  






the imagination of the guiding fol.., 
in 











































1 be Spartan 
Dad% 
ha,  allied 
itself
 













State  needs a 
student
 center. The insufficient present 
college





 of a 
central
 on -campus 




after  dav. 
There 










 center here. 
But
 












 a big enough
 auditorium.  
There  is 
no 83.6 million
 sitting in the bank 
...dile%
 
het,  for 
the
 
students to spend for a union. for Wholarships, or 
for libtarv hooks. 
It's 
$3.6
 million which the students will
 raise for the express purpose 
of building 






 are not needed, 
then why do GOO 
colleges
 air -ads
 have them, 
and  why are 
another
 200 building them? 
Ifs no 
falsehood  that this is 
















































 the venom 
out of honey
 
bees. They  it.,




Bee venom has 
not  been wide-






 quantities for 
analysis  or 
clinical
 testing have
 never been 
available.  
But, Prof. Roger A. Morse, 
agriculturist 
at the New 
York  
State  College 
of Agriculture, 
and graduate assistant 
Allen  W. 
Benton now report they have 
I,erfected iin 
elect  lical apparatus 
for 
inass  collection of the venom. 
The device a wooden frame 
over 
which copper and steel 
wires are stretched -fits under-
neath the 
brood  chamber of a 
colony. 
Alternate
 wires are 
charged, 
the others grounded, so 
when a bee
 touches any two con-
secutive wires the circuit is 
completed.
 
The shocked and infuriated 





on a glass surface. When 
dry, the venom
 can be scraped 
up with a razor blade. 
An average of 20 
hives  must 
be "milked" to 
























. .. Ray Patton,
 director 
SKI "SHOP,





















Earl Purdy, Gen 










Try  DODGE RIDGE 



















The Store with the Christmas 
Spirit  










































By DIANE MAUZY 
Feature Editor 
With less






national pastime. In the calm
 of 
mourning,  
silhouettes  of political ghosts already are reappearing.
 The 
Demo-
cratic corner is less
 confused but just as challenging. 
Barring unforeseen circumstances,
 President Lyndon B. John-
son will be difficult to beat in '64.
 His most immediate election 
problems rest in providing 
some
 sort of a program record and 
creating a public image. 
President Johnson has
 dedicated himself to his late predecessor's 
programs and ideals
 far beyond the requirements of tribute. But 
as personalities 
change,  so do policies. Johnson will adopt his own 
ways of approaching 
and handling pressing problems. 
It is said that our new President
 is a tough-minded, hard -fisted 
political realist. He 
undoubtedly exerts a powerful influence in and 
on the Congress. A 
dedicated
 and sincere man, he nonetheless knows 
how to compromise, wheel -and -deal 
and "get things done." 
Just how






lethargic Congress, remains to be seen. The new year will hasten 
the end of our "unity out of tragedy" and bipartisanship will 
probably assume
 its enormuos proportions. 
The gap between the Capitol and 
the White House extends 
beyond










 of rhetoric and sensing the 
mood  of the nation, 
perhaps the 
President  will appeal to the 








 . . ." speech 
Spattxmaily
 
Entered  as second 
class
 matter April 
24, 1934, 
at San Jos, 
California,  un-
der the 
act  of March 3, 
1879,  Mem-
ber California Newspapers Publishers 
Association. Published daily by Asso-








year.  Subscription ac-
cepted only on a remainder -of -semes-
ter basis. Full academic year, $9; each 
somester, $4.50. 
Off -campus
 price per 
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414Editorial 
Ext.
 2383, 2384. 2385, 2386 
Ad.'s, 
Rising Ert. 2081, 2082. 2083, 2084. 




























Miss Kathryn Cassin 
Named Campus Tour 
Representative
 











Howard  Tours, the or-
iginal college and travel 
pro-
gram to the University of Ha-





mer's trip are being accepted
 
now by her by calling CY 3-
2049. 
Next summer's tour of 57 
days to Hawaii costs $549, plus 
$9 tax. This price includes 
rOundtrip thrift 
jet between 
California and Hawaii, campus 
residence, and the 
most diver-
sified Rine' ary of dinners, par-
ties, shows, cruises, sightseeing 
events, beach activities, and 






 livin g, 
steamship passage, and visits 
to Neighbor Islands are avail-
able at adjusted tour rates. 
Steamship travel, however, 
will 





















 Orient, a 
57 -day 
circle World 
program,  and a 
46
-day South 







































create a public 
image. His 
not only enabled 
the nation to 
breathe 
in -et1:416F Fla- it auto 
gave the 
public its first 
genuine  
impression of the 
new  chief. Be-
cause Johnson does
 not publicly 
represent
 the youth, vigor and 
charm of the
 late Mr. Kennedy, 
he will he judged 





 Johnson, it is as-
sumed, will be visualized as a 
good and dedicated
 man; an 
effective President. 
His credo is 
less
 of ideals
 and more of "the 
possible." 
It 
would  seems, then,
 that the 
Democratic 
ticket
 could be en-
hanced by a 
touch  of glamor in 
the person 
of the vice president. 


































































































and  fine 
fabrics. 













 Open every night

























Santa's  thinking about 
the good
 time he's 












have  to 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































 could be 
derived.
 First, the 
interest  on 
this loan,
















 must also 
be paid back 
during
 this





 at $200.000 an-
nually, must also be paid esery 
year. This means
 that the total 
cost 
to SJS students
 for a stu-
dent union will 
be $668,000 per 
year for the first 













he $36, plus 
the present
 $15 a year to main-
tain the ASH. 
We have a choice. We 
may 
elect to pay 
$668.000  a year for a 
student 
union.  
But  what of the 
students to come, the students 
who will bear the brunt of the 
cost,  






no choice? Do we hair. the re.aht 
to impose this burden of $51 per 
year on them, in addition to 'la. 












A I 02K 
SJS Writer
 Offers 
Evaluation of Union 
Editor: 
In regard to the recent Collect-
Union
 proposal, I would like tic 
make several facts clear,
 and 







two entirely differen 





a 30(1-w 01 
letter). 
but let it be known In 
students 
























































































































195h the NItirray Survey



















 of its 
own. 









 the things 
he was 
given  an opportunity to 
learn














place  on campus
 for students 
to meet and exchange views. 
In conclusion,
 I would like 
I c 
ask all 
students who are .-Th-
cerely interested in 
their union, 
to shed
 their passive 
shells  and 
Investigate the issue from 
both 
sides SO that they may 
make an 





Bob Pisano Clarifies 







moneys  being 
spent  on the 
t'ollege
 
Union  Educational  Cam-
paign,









pay for the 
advertisement 
which 
appeared in yesterday's 
'tartan
 
The Advertisement was paid  
;did sponsored 
by the Spartan 
Voundation,  a non-profit 
prisate  
foundation 
created  five 
years 
aLip by a group 
of cisic-mindecl 
ettizens of San Jose to further 
,.,orthy
 programs at San Jose 









'lig: the Music Department pro -
'rams, the athletic programs. 
the lionors Clnvueation pro-













 I men 
,t only for their aid in this 
edit( ational campaign, but also 
tor all that they 
have  done for 
San Jose 













Pendleton's gone "Ivy 




 young in spirit'. 
The 









 since 1$6 



















































thane loam reinforced with 19 
oz 
per square yard 
fiberglass.
 
All boards art built with true 
routed
 stringers
 and multiple  












$94.50 9'8"  $99.95 , 
Complete kits from 
'54" 















and  2 roof sections 










x 5' size 
5' x 7' size 







SHEETSREG.  39c 
9 











10c  Pack 
NOW 
While























































Shelf Brackc 0 




































































 PHONING. 2064058 
4APART.N
 DAILY Tuesday, 
December
 10. 11r..! 
'COMMENTARY















































 Windsor  Newton 





ON ALL ART SUPPLIES
 
 
All Custom Frames & 
Standard Frames 
Available On 









































































How  can the poem
















asked this of 
Monterey's 
Cannery Bow in 
his 
t nos  el, 
"Cannery  Row.'' 
Steinbeck
 did 
it in his 
novel, 
and in iw Lyke magazine does it 










BEST LYKE EVER! 
 Lyke 





























































































































































































































 in an 
attempt to 
find out 




























































































































































































than to keep it curly," 
she commented. 
MiSS, Streisand has 









































































 Broadway's "I Can 

















































































































...  for every 
black tie'  event




single-breasted  tuxedo 
with satin shawl 

















































vanes,  proms, weddings and other Spring -
Sommer formal evening occasions tor 
in tropical 
climates throughout the year) flawless formal
 dress 
calls for this single-breasted 
white dinner jacket. 
Proper 
with










spectrum  of 
handsome





 . . . perfect 
tor 
evening formals










 Id k 
dress trousers. 
PARTICULARLY























trip,  making reservations well in 
advarr, 
 Apply for
 marriage license, taking bride-to-be, of touts"
 
 Select gifts of 
best
 man and ushers. 
 Order 
flowers 










fee in an envelope and give 
best men. 
 Give wedding ring to best man to hold. 
 Avoid last minute rush by taking care of part, ,r,g, traveler's 
checks, etc ,
 ahead of time. 
'I lie Oxford :tray 
cutaway coat and 
striped trousers 
'id the proper 

































Dignity of style, conibinend with ease of tit make 
the
 
























FOLLOWING FINE CLOTHING STORES
 ARE AGENCIES FOR  THIS OUTSTANDING


























MEN'S  WEAR 











SCHIPPER DILLON CLOTHING 
1224 PACIFIC AVENUE 
SANTA CRUZ, CALIF. 
















































 JOSE, CALIF 
GARDNERS STORE FOR MEN 

























'tied  to 
appear
 
tiJnight  a' 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Music  On.Off 
Campus 













the (telm.rtintnt  
C!    I 















































































































































square  feet is 
for  







 tower hotel cost $11.00
 per square 
foot with all 
fixtures. The proposed









library  books more than 






















VOTE NO on December 



























I I le Illf 
or   
5,  
Cia, 
Jose State'N restling team battles 
runner-up Fresno State Friday 
night in dual 
meet  competition. 
Warien king,
 it Ifr-pound grap-
pler and 






 Spartans in 
tho  


















ship with the 
Fresno  State 
Bull-
dogs finishing second
 ahead of 
San Jose 
State. 

















































































































SERVICE   
PARTS
 
1401 W. San 
Carlos  St.




 thru Saturday 




 three titles and 
San Jose State 
two crowns. 
An 
amity  to I67 -p )(Ind con-
tender












































































after  its 



































































 It was the best thing that 
could have
 happened. 
The Spartans, a young
 team,  




college basketball is 
a 40
-minute  
proposition.  It doesn't 
take
 long 














































ourselves  trapped like we 
did, really helped the 
team. It taught 
them how to fight 




Inman  said. 










































 have had 
to win only 
his 
first match 
in order to 
he









 "he would 
have gained 
eight  additional 
points  
for  the Spartans." 
The additional 
points would have 
given  San Jose 
state the 
championship  by one 
point with a 74 
point total. Cali. 
fornia 
had  73 points 
and  Fresno 
167




State  edged the 
Spar-
tans by one 
point  in the 
tourna-
ment and 









 winners Don :Nel-
1 son. Joe Rossie
 and Steve Johan-
;,.,:enklead the 






ler and 117 -pound




 on the 
San Jose State










 at Tabrilk). 
Swenson 
is undefeated 
this  sea -
,on 
while  















 trail. They 
have  been 
defeated  four 










 Id! NEW Head 
;s for rent 
 Private and 


























































































 of the year 
for  San 
Jose, which 
has taken three 
straight
 games without a 
loss.  The Spartans play 
away 
at University of Arizona 




 do the Spartans 
figure to show 
their  strength anti 
where  
do they need to 
improve? Both 










become a good shooting
 team 
with the 
addition  of 
a potential 
Spartan great  
-St.
 Samuel Saffold. 
S. T., as it's wise 
to 
call him 






games. He also has 
30 rebounds, although
 he's yet to start
 his first 
varsity game.
 
Edwards,  in Inman's 
words
 "has played the 
finest
 three games in 
a row in his 
three  years here." 
Edwards followed 
Saffold with 17 
points  Saturday and 
had nine rebounds,  
which for Harry, 
even  at 6-8. 
is a good night's work. 
Inman
 is fortunate at the
 guard positions. 
Ron  Labetich directs 
the 
offense and settles 
the team when it 
becomes  ragged in its 
play. 
Jancsi 
has to be watched 
(13 points Friday 
t and Gary Gresham,
 like 
Labetich, 
is best at 
guarding
 his man 
close.  
The Spartans  have 
depth. Inman played 
10 men Friday and 
used 
one more 
Saturday  night. All 
but one man scored
 the first night 
and  
only two 
missed the mark 
Saturday. 
Where
 must the team get 
better  in order to make a 
commendable 
defense of their 











Jose will play four 
games before the 


















 of who to 
play where
 
With  Saffold and 
Frank Tarrantts 
r, another 
soph,  at tlu.r 
forwards,
 San Jose State 




 have been beaten 
39-37,  50-41 and 60-49 
in this category. 




 may have to 
wait
 anothei 
year for, but 
he's wisely playing as 
many
 men as he can. 
Then there's defense. This 




the opposit ion into





a young team, defense has






 as "defensive  wins." In other 






going to be an 
interesting  season. 
Make
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with  a 
beautiful  gift. 
"A Guide to Pink Elephants,"
















 with cheese spreader $2.50. 
"Tomato
 Well 
Dresed,"  salad 










book  with 
salt 
and  
























 Unique Practical 
Other gift suggestions: Books for















Two Blocks from Campus on 
Second



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Skis give you the 
last word in 
pleasure,
 
the  fast 
word in racing.
 They're 
engineered  to 
bite
 and track, 
(eel and
 turn like 
no
 other ski 
... made to 
last as 
long
 as your 



























 until 9:00 


































coach  Bob 
Titchenal,
 was honio, 
twice  on the 
Golden 







































































HELP WANTED 141 
MODEL  AND SHOW
 
FOLK SINGING GROUP 
GIRL  
ROOMMATE  
  ...,, r 
LOST  AND 
FOUND  IC 
BASSETT  
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Hal, 45; 



















 At 16, Berbera,














 for sera-, 




























EXPERT TYPING SERI/ICE 


























































































 DO TYPING 















































































 I $20 293,1756








































radio.  576 South 
''a-',











io, sin ,-,,,, -,,,, 

























































 Apt 6 
TRANSPORTATION 19) 
ROUND TRIP RIDE NEEDED 
to
 \A., L 
WANTED , 
betwee, 
To place an ad: 
 
Call








handy  order blank 
- Enclosed 
cash































 .t Id 
have run I 
. 
,f 






































































 1411  by 0 




 that thes 
e 






 front outside,., 














volopet  if ion 
race  Icy 
(wore than 
VI,  seconds.
 Nos  
IS, the 
team 




















































and  11rure 
,ped in at 
110WrVP 1., I 
Ile freshmen s ir-
lustily. seised up their second 
straight  national
 cliampionhip.  
()illy  
I SC :nol 
Oregon State 

















II be- the second 
time in 
cros-
,,,,,ntr s foLt4,ry that a school 
ha,  
4-.[,,,!,1 




















The new Schwinn Buddy is the 
latest bike designed for the grow-
ing boy 5 
to 7 . . . and 
mod 
advanced . . . genuine Schwinn 
quality 
throughout . . 
. Tops in 
value) 
Other  models 
from
 $32.95 






 %lameila  









Sat. 8:30 to 6:00 
p.m.,  Sun.
 10:00




































 AFTER NIGHT" 







Roberts  Book Store'
 






"EUROPE IN THE RAW" 










BASIN  r9At  
UN / 
















 Alum Rocs 
ALA, 
South  Screen 
AlcLINTOCV-
"WIVES AND LOVERS -
"GIRL  FEVER" 





























































 at College Stomp 
Union  Discussion
 
A free-for-all discussion on the 
SJS had the largest delegation  
at the 
Pershing
 Rifles fall 
con-
vention at the 
Umversity of Santa 









Miller.  floh 
Barrett, 
Gary Sumner, Tom 
Kel-




Col. Chester Amy, 
new  ri 
mental 


























:AWS:  v,11.1 
collect
 canned 
gixxis  'will make 
a guest 





 families at 







-College  Stomp at the Santa 
The 
Stomp  Friday night
 will , . 
time. 
leach. may be purchased this week 
Bobby 
The 





rock and roll singer
 
The canned 
gOLAS will be given 
Freeman, 
a hootenanny, and 
a 
to needy families at Christmas 
battle 
of
 the bands. Tickets. at $1 
Tomorrow's 
Stu Parks Show 
at : at ticket booths in front of the 
5:30 p.m.
 on KNTV.  Channel 11. 
Bookstore
 arid the Cafeteria and 
will he devoted to the
 Stomp, 
at the door Friday night. The 
Sara's 
Wilson,  Capitol 
recording  
dance 








 New Mexii:, 
, 
Job interviews are held at 303 
State, Texas Western University.;
 : 
i S. Ninth st. January graduates 
Arizona




 to make 
appoint -
Clara, and San
 Jose State. 




Rifles hold is ii 
ADNI234, prior to the 
interviews.  
































,:on:iiiitIon  Ifl 1",;! 








 Corp.: any 
:, 
interested in sales. 












'01-  ' 































male  enly.  . 
1 Isi 
1', S. 
Public  Health Service:
 
Christion





























arriiir%  1 ;  1,..%:1.: 
Perin 
Mutual




its,: - ! - ; ... ' 
 
- --
Social  Affair. 
( II lllll !MeV. 
'.2 'A r 

















Ii, 7.30 p.m - /--s 
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 ----.,*(0Airl 
-',-------^   ----:.."-------------Ar--- 
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 t he 
Squaw ; i 
tee.  I he 






























tan ment and a 
vaylel:  
ASH Pres. Steve 
Larson,
 Vice 
Pres. Bob Pisano. 
and  student lead-
ers Tom Volz. Charlene Ilyatt.11 
John Hendricks,  Jack 
Perkins, and 
George Drake will  speak before the 









you  have had previous 
office  experience,  you can 
work  
on 










We pay YOU  and weekly ! ! 
We 
especially need competent and experienced 
typists  
and secretaries, but we also get calls for many
 other categories 
of office
 work. (Without a car, 
your opportunities
 will be 
more 
limited than if you have 
transportation).  
We 
suggest  that as soon 













2858 Stevens Creek Blvd.  San Jose 
800 San Antonio Ave.  Palo Alto 






























































































SAN JOSE'S FINEST SELECTION OF 
SKI SWEATERS! 
Imported from Germany, 
Austria,  & Sweden, plus the 
very finest domestic brands! Color & warmth in the 
height of 
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17.2 
Alpha 
Phi Omega, 7 
p in I 




 7 I, ir 
Ja: :  Boys'  Ranch. rslorgan
 1 I:. 
mei 
FOI























 I II, 3,, 1 
p 
(tills 





































































The  Ladies of 
ALPHA PHI 
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DELTA
 













































































































































































































































































































































































































ticular  school. 
"You
 have to risk 
whether











































pageants  in 
the 






 that it was given 
to the 
children as a celebration 
tI 
a great holiday, common
 to all 
Americans." 
"It should 
be,"  he added, "a cul-
turally directed 
program rather 
than one devoted to 
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a week. 
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tn. 
Call
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CHRISTMAS CHEER With 
Christmas just 
around the corner, 
these  two coeds paid a visit 
to old 
St. Nick to give 




would  like for 








turn is Nancy Wehrheim,
 junior
 


































Dis story of goodwill through
 the 






with its religious significance.
 





 eelebra t ions. 






























ception  of Scotland. 
the 




 \stilt less 
111,i1111,.! th,in
 in the United 
States,  




















Christ-   
mas Eve
 and 















































































































 turkey and 
Christ   
pudding.  Up until the 17th 
con..  
it was boar's head,  served
 
ceremony in the 
evergreen -d"
  
' aux' halls of the feudal
 lords 
opened 
their homes ! !,, 








(esti% i ties were 
forbidden 
puritans  era by act 
if Paul a:'  
%NItt 
St
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"protect  ion." the fir tree 
most parts 
of 











































Emperor  lit the 
star,  
of the New 
Year  to WW1 


































Later.  the Ftomans







to friends and 
relatives.  FlOrT1 the 
Romans, the 
custom 
spread  to 
Europe.  
The ancient
 Chinese also 
cels-
braied the

















honey  eornh, 
CHINESE 
SYMBOLISM 




CLEANING & DYEING 
ECONOMY SHOE 
REPAIR 
For Quick Dependable 
Service  Corn, to 



































































its  earliest 
production.




stage tabloid has grown 
into















Daily's  progress. and 
are 
grateful  to their 
exceptional
 
staff  for 
the


































everyone  a 
very
 Merry Christ-
mas and Happy New ear. 
!a-41PARTAN  
DAILY  
Tuesday. December 10, 1963 
FIRST 
AMENDMENT  
The First Amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States, 
among other things, gives the peo-
ple freedom of speech, press, and 
the right to petition 
government
 
tor the redress of grievances. 
There





















Dr. ED E. POTWIN
 
Optometrists 
87 E. San Antonio 
11/2 Blocks from 
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Men's  and Women's 
Dumont
 SLIM -FITS. A superbly tailored 
European Stretch
 Pant of the finest 
Swiss stretch yarns  Many Colors 
Regular $24.95 Men's
 and Women's 
stretch  pants. 
Excellent








stretch  pants in sizes 4 to 
16  






 combination of Hickory
 Laminations 
coated
 in brilliant Red enamel  
Kofix-type 
base  Has 
excellent  
turning 
and running abilities A ski for begin-




I taw ',am 




Hoods   
Prints  
Plain  








































































we have the 
"new [ 
look"  in faces. A glance
 at the j 
finished product may be a great 
ad-
vertisement for cosmetics. but it 




 and cocktail dres-
ses could conceivably be more re-




To Man Booths 
The Inter -Dorm Council an-
nounced at 
a recent meeting 
that
 
dorm members will man two of 
the six voting stations for 








 at the exorbitant 
prices charged for such 
items. 
College  students, 
however,  can-
not always depend upon 
bathing
 
suits and cocktail dresses for sex 
appeal, so they have developed a 
specialized brand to accompany 
situ 
al
 clothes. This brand depends 
greatly upon the way a girl man-
ages to drape herself into 
position  
in a chair, with leg -display
 calcu-
lated 
to the best advantage.
 
"SLACKS -ORIENTED" 
Perhaps the most classic example
 
is the "Skirt 
Tugger." 'This Miss 








that her knees are showing. Shyly,
 
she
 tugs at her skirt, careful
 not 












total of 232 man hours 
will  be 
supplied by student volunteers
 
from 
both  the men's and womeir> 
dorms,


















to dorm students eke] 
semester,
 would be re -written.
 This 
will be the first major 
revision in 
the bulletin 
since  it was origin-
ated in 1961. 
A committee 





















tt organized. The IDC
 hopes to 
t,i,er



















































































the men at 567 
S.
 8th St. 
These
 men are the 





 at SJS. 
The  
fraternity,  
which was founded 
in 1935,
 con-
sists of male students 
who  are en-
rolled 
in
 a course 
leading
 to an 
A.B., 













 field at the 


























elec, ehipt  iii 
police  who lakes over the 
responsi-
bility of 
administering  the func-





Some  of the climes 
committed  in 
the past have
 been mock 
murders,  
robberies,
 burglaries, kidnapping 
and assaults. 














 hy tlevrd ion to 
a mutual 
helphilrits-,










Am' ling 1,, M,t iihew. the 
luN-






work  in 
laki, enforcement
 
by helping him make personal con-
tacts that will be of value 
to him 










in his career. 
The 
members are Ken Merrihew.
 








 trea-urer: (till 
Robins,
 sergeant -at -arm -I Ed Ful-









Ittidrigs,  house 
mana-
ger. 











































































































and the drcss of 1.200
 SJS students 
are 
of




















the  Inter -
Dormitory
 Council, said juke box 
music vs. FM 
music, melted ice 
cream, dress 










also  receives 
complaints  and compliments
 from 



























































The setting of 
dress  standards 
and their enforcement are the 
major problems this semester, ac-
cording to Fran. The students de-




















































' appreciate about the cafeteria is 
that "they never have to wash 
dishes,"  Fran said. 




students  to 
-,111, 
lint, With 111111- 
friends
 
is :ova her thing the ,tudents 
like. 
The students don't  like waiting
 in 
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 Pickle . 











 Large, French Roll, 









CHUCK  BASKET 
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Shrimp  Boat 
Spare 
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 practically all up -grades
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SKULL   









said that most of 


































on S. h'it, 
faculty
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 satirist and 
humorist. 
In her research she hopes to 







 Mrs. Cook 
ladies,.
 









was ss ritten by 
another author 
t In 







 author his fifth
 
Look led tires eiitild















-ant, Mn. Cook 
proceeded  
to coot Met
 research in comparing
 
elltetlee
 patterns and 
svord length 









tilts of certain 
.leffersonian  
patters 










fat. as she 
krotws.
 tot study of 
ibis







twit,  ol her 
husband,
 a 
itheiliatedan  %silo 
is program-
the problem














































Tico's  Tacos. 
4th and 









































words,  the study
 
pattern  of 
sentences  (how many 
words
 are between 
special  conjune-
tionsi. and the re-occurence of cer-
tain words.











and  conscious of words that 
making 
diagramed 




funds, the work is going slowly for 
Mrs. Cook. The cost of running the , 
IBM machines and obtaining manu- , 
_ 
master 
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vest. 3. It's a 
solid color
 stwr:
 ,,at with I 
on-
ract 






coat,  and harmonizing 
vest
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 in all of the
 
sciences.

















Ave.,  Campbell 




The Fisher Bill. properls known 
as the Licensing 
of Certification
 









 May 24. 1963, and goes 
into
 
effect Jan. 1. 1964. 
With its acceptance have gone 
many long 
hours of work in the 
last 
two  
years. Most college 
de-
partments throughout the state 
sk Mist) offer majors and minors 
hake had to work out new pro -
cams and present them before 
k Itrious school and state boards for 
approval.  Committees have 
been 




Stachnt- too, are rather dazed, 
AUTO 
REPAIRS 
 Motor Tune-ups 






* Starters &  
Generators  
Written 
Motor Guerants - Courtesy Car 
Available  
OPEN DAILY 




























excursion  to INNSBRUCK 
the home of skiing -- plan now for 
an exciting winter vacation  stop over 
in Paris  
 Everything
 prearranged  
Call
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I fcrtn) lie, wife. 
not quite kns.Wing
 it this bill will 
affect  them or 
not. 
The lucks ones
 are those with 
61, 














listed  their objective a -
teacher
 education 
by the first 01 
November 
this year and will finish 
school by 











will  be 
spent  
satisfying
 general education 
re-
quirements,
 and studying their de- .1 
dared  major and minor. The fifth 
will be spent
 studs inc 
professioni,I  
education courses for a 
state cre-
dential. 












are: a standard teaching creden-
oal %kith specializations in elemen 
airy teaching,




 one for 
teaching standard 
designated sub -
























 to be valid 





















 One of these 














humanities,  or 
the  fine 
The 
other 
















































 complete  
a 
mull
 of fiat', -five
 
semester  hours 































































































.rnr, and taking sta., 
Med  
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 _r sI  Is 
It 































Bill, she is 
looking ahead
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  . ill take 














































































































4th & San 
Fernando Sts. 
(Across from Library) 
Dutch Originated 
,4 























 GRADE A 
STEAK 
COOKED THE
 WAY YOU LIKE IT. 
NEW 






count,  y sfyrIc Bre-61;:fott 
Country -style 
Breakfast Svriols 
542 S. 2nd St. 
FREE PARKING 
d41.







































Lbor, in end brow... If 
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Is Ilp
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the  impact tito 
1"'ilit.i.'.
 
"1 1"111' it 
hit  th.te.
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tt You get so 
much more for 
your life insurance dollars 
from 




College Life insures 
only
 college 
men and college men are preferred 
risks. Let me 





4552 Borina Drive 
San Jose, Calif. 






























































































 LEATHER FOBS 
F. 
A 
FOREIGN AUTO PARTS 
 P 
Open 
Monday  Thru 
Saturday 
1695 W. San 
Carlos 
293-2129 











Quality and Value 




















































 may be listed
 in the Yellow 






styles,  each 










HOW TO PLAN Y0911 ENDAGIMENT AND WEDDING 
NO 





f -lute 'till 





















Tors-t- -- in " 




1800's  Poem 
\ -  
IN 






























42 East San Antonio 
Downtown









wispy -haired beardlesa 
giant 





  :i 
a large turned up nose, a gia.'  
stringbean.
 
anal a host 
of
 satti..  
appall Iions. 




P.101  ewiiiiiry 
r11,1 .1 
it
 Ir. 141- 
  they lariise.i to tido 
their ciie (.11.1.




titled "A Visit Vi,.111 SI. NAtht/.:1,,.  
was publistie,1 ii 1823. St. Niiik 
'rote Moore. wilt; chubby and 
plump.
 merry. lit elN 
and quick. 
"A right 
jolly  old  







tion until the 1861rs when a 
caricaturist  of that
 perosi Thi 
AS Nast,














deliver YOUR car for 
service
 
Lubrication Our Specialty 
Complete line  of Auto 
Acce;sorier  
Corner of 10th & 
Santa Clara 286-6190 
 
LAST





A Orono Doportnattat Production
 
Wednesday






Gen. Adm. S1.25 





















 to r. standing)
 
Edwin  Dunning assistant 
professor  of music; 
Frederick
 Loadwick, assistant
 professor of music; 
Sharon Gilbert,









professor  of 
music and
 director











































































































playland  at 
Senter 





FORTY HOUR WEEK 
Besides a forty -hour 
week
 at the 
['ark, 
Don  is taking 
nine  units 
toward his degree, the first time he 
has c.irried lc-, 












































 and me 
m 
hers























































































San  Jose State 
ous
 dialogue.
 No business 
like show 
in 








 Don, one 
draw -
by his 
friends,  became 
acquainted 
hack to his 
work
 was the 
costume  
with Happy
 Hollow in 
the Spring he 
had to wear 
while on duty 
of 1961 when 
he  was named
 a rev- 
iturtle  leotards 
and  a green 
felt  
reation leader at the 
park.  His 
first
 







"Dante."  a 
Mouseketeer,"  said 
Don, "but the 
the thirty-foot 
dragon,  a train



















he produced and 
but thought 
he didn't 
stand  a 







formed twice daily. 
give,"
 he 
said.  But 
Frank 
Bram-
PUPPETS A JOB 
hall,  
superintendent


















job making those 












have  to clothe
  
su-







































 due tor 
a lot of 
expansion
 
and I want 
to 
he 
:eaily for it," he 
said.  






I ill. and plans
 


































































 goodness in 
food   
prepared  
and served with 
extra  
care. Everything  
is so inviting . .. so 
spotlessly
 
clean. The service is fast 
and friendly.
 
Its the pride of the 
community
 






in any time. 
































carols  were 
composed  to c,; 
along 

























Austria  every Christmas
 
Beginning with the family 
living the 
farthest 













lage. At each house, the proces-









































































































































































 ENTREES and 
20 
SALADS  
All you can 






















Why  Luce 
It? 
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of the IDC is 
large-
ly an 








within the six ['orlon.] 
But IDC Pres. Ill !sole 
be-
lieves
 that the duty it 

















 feel whisi 
they 
move into 
a dormitory that 
all they are getting is a roof over 
their heads and food without hav-
ing to cook it themselves," Bailey 
said. 
He emphasized that 
student
 par-










The  IDC 











 out the various 
social and 
service
 functions that 
have
 been arranged 
through  
the  
council.  Weekend 
exchanges  are 
held 
six  times each 
semester,  once 
in each 
dormitory;  the IDC 
co-
ordinates 
the  construction 
of the 
Homecoming 
Float  which is the 
joint 
production of all six
 dorms. 
Also
 the all -dorm
 orientation 
dance, the 








hall officers, and 
the sponsor- I 
ship
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HEAVY  REMINDER   
Bob 
Bailey, Inter -Dorm 
Council president, is reminded of 
his  duties to 
uphold the standards set 
forth  by the dorms, 
by enthusiastic 
IDC  members prior to a meeting 
in the formal 
lounge of Markham Hall. Front 
row, left to right: Frank Bardsley, Jane Stewart, 




Another branch of dorm govern-
ment is the inter
-dorm judiciary 
which hears eases of offenders of 
Jill Hall, Jill Voorhees, 
Linda  Salem; (threaten-
ing with 
the 
mallet),  Carol Schultz, Linda Root 
and Dave 
Dimmick. Looking on from the back 
row 
are Sandy
 Krelle, Cathi Pitman, and
 Jerry 
Parsons,  




 0( 1960, the six dorm 
presidents got 
together  in the hope 
of conning  up with H. unified gov-
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each year with 





















in a tie 
that 
was; inspired





















of floral or .s- n. 




, bright and 
- 
ferent let him pick os 











f u n e t i o n i f u n c t i o n i n g o r g a n i z e r s
















up its own constitution




constitutions  was approved 
his 







 the chairman -
aid 
o ek rate 
of Jill Hall, 
















 a v.ear of 
organisationa
 





.  hill. 








N'arte.  also was 







 food and there 
was 
even less cheer. 
GiOVanni 
Battista  
Montii  was a 
monsignor  with 











mass and , 
then eat with him. 
One of 
the toasts that

























this time he 
is 
Pope  
Paul  VI. 
This 
will  he 
































!Ns' :O. %OWN 
he makes his traditional 
Christmas  
address. This year
 it probably will 
!deal 
with peace. It will be broad-
cast around 





Eve,  Pope Paul 
will say midnight
 mass in St. 
Peters
 Basilica and 





















chances  are it 
will  
11
 I li 





















the rest of the
 dinner. 

















































 a i n i  n g 
accommodatid.ns  for 
nearly 













While still in the 
1,11jidiri_  
ID('
 is trying to 
incrisod  nine 
ot its 
functions to 
include (nose ol 
the present dorm 
students. It has 
in sight
 a future which
 will un-
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Phone  295-7525 
Near 
San  Jose 
State  
Campus 






































 until 8 30 p.m 
SAN 







MATEO   PALO 
















Wholesalers  & 









 any outfit and
 any 
occasion 






 now at a 
very spe-
cial  price at 
M. BLUM'S 
. . . A blend
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!at: Il,re
 in siarrherts 
t;ernvins 
C'.;1,1-.  Is credited 
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I ha ris 
stresses  
the  tact 
that  
111A,lector  
an 1},.. t 
The Christ 


















 it it 
should  
reach  the 3.000, 
Viee-pie. 











































klekdri.9  of 
gothic-   
stuffed
 animals 





living in t 
;leek ....rasp 





i.,iildittgs.  rims 
from  Dee 'giant giraffe,
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11..11  .1.11. 
, the (.0018iitT  
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ci.utio  i t
 
















Gardens Rids Rids 
went
 on I 
1 t 1 
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* PAY - !! 
* NEXT - 
!! 
* YEAR - !! 
cis,  111A 
is primarily for 
ruriherinit a tnt.-: 
11,11 a 
(*.Own
 :is iep asic.. 
oih, 
cultural
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and  SUN TILL 
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Save Your Cash 


















































































paiiin out of some 







irrpire him inwardly. 









 is a huge steel 
um -
standing 12 stories
 high in 
iriddle of the Central
 
Mall.  






The United Nations look -
lair as an 
aid to intermit.,
 t.  
goodwill.
 and believes 
that each , 
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 Machine 4 








Flush and refill hydraulic system. 
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that  he 
dreads
 
to see the 
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WASIIINC;ININ  111Pit 
Defense
 




 that SI jet training
 planes. 
hall'




















electric  411'eS 
leading  to 
























































































Heidelberg.  a 
U.S. Remy 
spokesman  







WINS  TWO 
NOINEL  PEACE




 a leader of the 
hamIlte-tioniti 
movonent  in 
the United 
































win the prier for 









WW1 twit Nobel 
pri/e,  
LAWVERS LINE Cr 




(ITN I FaMINI San 
Francisco 
ailot.ney  Melvin Belli 
visited 
Jack  
































Tonahill  of Jil.tirNT,





















time.  none 
of this, I, 
N.herei,, the 7 
30c'li.ruugthe
  the proposed SJS Union. 
pills 



















 fee. and 
;. 




















 urges  a 
%it°













S.I'S (.g/liege l'nion 
will 
be a part of tonight.. 
('u-Ree In 
the W  
'Ws Gym at 7:30 p.m. 







































e ballots  seem 
corn-
plicated,
 they were 
drawn  up by 
Ithe Board






 if they 
wish to assess 
themselves  manda-
tory fees to finance the 
union. 
Students are also

















































pursuant  to the 
State  














 WITH AN 
2APHIC PENCIL 
Booths are located at the EngineeringruAding,
 
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and 
Education Buildings, bookstore and library. 
a Explains Union Cost 





























:tracture sill rost more  a 
foot 
than  !al other 
e 
Hay  rca. 
ral. San Jo-, . 















ley has been asked
 to imestigate 
the 
circulation












 Grehmeier. Sigma 
Chi  
president, said 
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the poster'saro,
 







there  is 
ah-
. co,. 
extra  expenses This is 
the  
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papers, and edits the 
"University  Iiictrd of 















lure about six stories because 






Wis. made the original  space stud-
ies of the union area behind the 
cafeteria.
 
These architects determined 
what the










 is higher than!  
three stories, 
the firm 
said,  extra 
roses 
are involvi`il. 
















































 who has visited 
Nuernbergl
 













loan Ihree to 
liKt 
The name means "Chi 
tale." Here in 
southern  1. 
Santa 
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'TILL 9 p.m. 




prefer  modern or 
traditional,  
you'll find 





 to bring out the full be -My 
and  brilliance





























































 YOUR ACCOUNT IN 
JUST THREE MINUTES 








NEXT  YEAR 
Save Your Cash 
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will
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featured at the meeting of Young 
Americans 
tor Freedom (YAF 
tonight al N in CH162. 
Kirk 
is regarded as one of the
 
leading spokesmen for the "New 
Conservatism."
 
Prof. Kirk allso 
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syndicated column In 
many  news-
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about.  $20 a 
square foot. At 
the 
same time, none of these is a.s high 
as the proposed SJS Union, 
HIGH-RISE UNION 
SJS must have a high-rise struc-
ture- 
about six stories - because of 
the small building
 space allotted. 
Higgins and Root, local archi-
tects, made the original space stud-
ies of the union area behind the 
cafeteria. 
These architects determined 
what the union will cost if it is 
constructed in the specified area. 
When a building is higher than 
three 
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action.
 
If the vote 
is 
faaorahle,  %ou will provide future gener-
ations of 
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with a focal point  armlluui which their 
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years 
can be woaen. No 
such renter of college life 
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comes
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the means of answering
 
the  
normal  needs of 
all alio utilize it. 
The  primary purpose of a 
College  U   is to serae  
as an adjunct to your education.
 This is done by prosiding 
facilities and programs
 %%here the stiolent maa learn about 
others and apply the 
principles  learned in the, classr   
A College
 Union is much more than a 








 of that  conutttittits mao e   
together  
in 
the hope that greater excellence will be preioided. 
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State. The  battle has been waged  
silo
 against ignorance 
and misunderstanding.
 Now, the results of this 
fight will 
be determined by your a 
ote. Tiie responsibility for 
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aiding a College 
Union  for the generations of students 
to 
follow, rests 
with you and the casting of your ballot. 
I am convinced beyond all doubt that 
the greatest 
contribution 
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State  
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set aside for corridors, stairways 
and 
mechanical  rooms. 
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fall
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Freedom IYAFi 
tonight. at 8 in C11162. 
Kirk is regarded









 a nationally 
syndicated column in 
many  news-
papers, and edits the "University 
Bookman." 
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itrueture will cost more a foot than 




 Jose City 
Santa  Clara all cost 
about. $20 a square foot At the 
same time, none 
of these is as high 
as the proposed 
SJS Union. 
HIGH-RISE UNION 
SJS must have a high-rise struc-
ture about six stories --because of 
the small building space allotted. 
Higgins and Root, 
local archi-
tects, made the original 
space stud-
ies of the union area behind





union  will cost if it 
is 
constructed in the 
specified area. 
When a 
building  is higher than 












ley has been 
asked  to investigate
 
the circulation of posters concern-
ing the College Union vote which 
bear the name of Sigma Chi fra-
ternity. 
Chuck Grelxneier, Sigma Chi 




with  these posters. 
Grebmeier said, in his 
opinion,  
the posters are the 
work  of an 
anti -union group, and 
there  is ab-
solutely no authorization 
for the 
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SHAVE AND A HAIRCUTCal 
students  eve- 
get






luxury is found 
in the Cal  
n'on 
barber
 shop where -service
 with 
a smile is always 
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 pass  College 
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Whether you 
prefer  modern or traditional,
 
you'll  find 
beautiful
 settings by 
Keepsake ... 
vnartly designed
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JUST THREE 
MINUTES 
(Take your purchase with you immediately!!) 
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ballroom is one of 
the  ma-
jor 
things  used. Not a 
single  week-
end
 night passes without
 its being 
used 
dances on Friday 
and Satur-
day and movies Sunday,"
 said Law-
rence Seeger, a 
junior  architecture 
major. 
Carol Bulawit,
 a senior history 
major, 
said he thinks the financial 
benefits are the most outstanding 
feature of the union. "Bowling is 
cheap and the movies they show 
are very good for just 15 cents," 
she said. 
"It's a place to go anal relax 
and get away from 
the classroom 
atmosphere,"  said Carl Moore, 
senior humanities major. 
An arts and crafts 
shop,  where 
supplies and instructors 
are pro-
vided free of charge,
 was found 
to 
be
 the primary attraction
 for 
Teah Strozen, junior history 
major.  
SOME CRITICISM 
Although all three 
student  
unions
 received favorable com-
ments from
 the students 
they 
serve, there 








lack of dance 
space inside the 
union,  no juke 
box,
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out  that 
the  union has







to he a 







dollar  student 
union  ranged 
from  
its being too 
large  to too small. 
Ralph Morgan,
 junior sociology 
major who 
feels  the union is 
too  
big




spent too much 
money  on it that 
could have been 
used to better 
advantage. For
 example, they have 
a meditation room
 that nobody 
ever uses." 
A similar opinion was
 stated by 
Marshal Green, senior geography 
major, when he said, "People 
use 
it to sit, for dances, for 
eating
 
and not much more. There are 
plenty of other places you could 
do all these things, except hold 
university dances." 
SEATING SPACE 
Complaints of not enough seat-
ing space 
in
 the lounges were 
heard often. Eva 
Lichtenfield, 
junior  English major, echoed a 
number 
of students' comments 
when she said, "The 
main lounge 
is nice except it is 
always 
crowded."  
A complaint about the 
piped -in 
music was 
registered  by Brooks 
Goodall, senior 
history
 major, who 
said, "I wish there 
were  some place 
where there wasn't filtered music 
where  one could 
just  sit down 
and study." 
In talking about 
the Bears' Lair, 
a snack bar on the 
bottom floor, 
Fred  Schmitt, 
senior
 art major, 
said, "Beer is 
missing  from the 


























 Union recently. 
Inside, 
things  were 
a little 
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61 jet training 
planes.
 have been discovered
 sabotaged 
at. 
William -s Air 








electric  wires leading 





 that the FBI and
 other military 
security  
investigators  have begun 
an inquiry but 
no
 culprit has been 
found. 
All planes of the 
type
 were immediately 





DEFECTS TO EAST 
GERMANY 
BERLIN (UPI)A LLS.
 Army sergeant has 
defected  to Commu-
nist East 
Germany and has asked 








 agency identified the
 sergeant. as James 
Carl 
Moore  of the U.S. Third 















PAULING  WINS TWO 
NOBEL  PEACH PRIZES 
OSLO, Norway 
(UPOLInus  Pooling, a leader
 of the ban -the-bomb 
movement
 in the United
 
States,
 and two International Red Cross 
ormsnizatiores











won the $50,000 prize for 
1962,  which was not awarded 
until 
this year.
 He won the prize for physics in 1954, arst is 




have won two Nobel 
prizes. 
LAWYERS LINE UP 
TO DIRFEND JACK RUBY 
DALLAS 
(UPIIFamed San .Fmacisto 




Ruby  in his 
cell
 yesterday  mid indicated
 he might help 
defend
 the
 slayer of Lee Harvey Oinvald. - 
Belli  
was  accompanied by
 
attorneys
 Sam S. 
Brady
 of Los An-
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 it can count 
n hour. No one else 





e ballots seem 
corn-
plicated, they were 
drawn  up by 
the Board of Trustees, 
adhering to 
legal requirements. 
The ballot asks 
students  if they 
wish to assess 
themselves manda-
tory  fees to 
finance
 the union. 
Students are
































trived  from 
the building 
remainder 
of said cost, 
am s shall be met by 
the 
d 
pursuant  to the 
State  
,by a building 
and oper-
ucting the student body 










OVAL WITH AN 
tAPHIC
 PENCIL 
Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding, 
cafeteria,
 breezeways of the Recreation and 
Education Buildings, bookstore and 
library. 
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-  fl'anla
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none  of these is as high 
Union, after this
 election, and 121
 
as the proposed SJS Union.
 
Whereas the 7:30 
closing of the 
polls will 
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A tape recording  
of 




Russell  Kirk on this cam-
pus in 




 of Young 
Americans for Freedom (YAF 
tonight 
at




one of the 
leading spokesmen for the "New 
Conservatism."  
Prof. Kirk aleso'has a nationally 
syndicated column in many news-
papers, and 




SJS must have a high-rise struc-
tureabout 
six  storiesbecause of 
the small 
building  space allotted. 
Higgins and 
Root,  local archi-
tects, made the original 
space  stud-
ies of the union 
area behind the 
cafeteria.  
These architects determined 
what the union will cost if it is 
constructed in the specified area. 
When a building is higher than 
three stories, the firm said, extra 
costs are involved. 
It costs more for air condition-







CRIISPR extra expenses. This is the
 
transportation of men and ma-
terials upward. 
In fact, two-thirds 
of the con-
struction cost will
 go for men and 
materials and 










 highest of the three student 
centers that 
cowl  $20 a square foot. 
San Jose's problem, however, the
 
architects point out, 




 is behind the cafeteria 








Board of Trustees in 
1961






ASH attorney general 
Bill 
}Jol-
ley has been asked to investigate 
the circulation of 
posters
 concern-
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the 
fraternity
 has no 
connection  What-
soever  with these posters.
 
Grebmeier 






 of an 
anti -union 
group,
 and there 
is ab-
solutely no 
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SHAVE AND A HAIRCUTCal students even get to wear covers 
with
 
big  C's on them. 
Such  a luxury is found 




 with a smile" is always 
offered as this 
happy 
barber demonstrates. Barber shop 
is only one benefit 
SJS  College Union will offer if students pass College Union pro-
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 beautiful settings 
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space for campus 
tings, political
 discussions and 
exhibits.
 These small confer -
and meeting rooms accom-
te from 50 to 150 
or 200 stu-
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 found 
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 ballroom is one of 
the ma-
jor things used. Not a single
 week-
end night passes without 
its being 
used 
dances on Friday 
and  Satur-
day and movies Sunday," 
said Law-
rence Seeger,
 a junior architecture 
major. 
Carol Bulawit,
 a senior history 
major, said he thinks the financial 
benefits are the most outstanding 
feature of the union. "Bowling is 
cheap and the movies they show 
are very good for just 15 cents," 
she said. 
"It's a place to go and relax 
and get away 
from
 the classroom 
atmosphere," said Carl Moore, 
senior humanities 
major. 
An arts and crafts
 shop, where 
supplies and instructors
 are pro-
vided free of charge,





Teah Strozen, junior history 
major. 
SOME CRITICISM 
Although all three 
student 
unions 










repeated  criticisms at the 
University of 
Santa Clara were a 
lack of dance 
space inside the 
union, no juke 
box,  and the uni-
versal complaints 
of unsatisfactory 
food and slow 
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boys  so 
logically  
said,  "There 
ought to 
be







student  union 
ranged from 
its 
being  too large to 
too  small. 
Ralph 
Morgan,  junior 
sociology  
major who
 feels the 
union  is too 




much money on 
it that 
could have been used to better 
advantage. For example, they
 have 




opinion  was stated by 
Marshal Green, 
senior geography 
major, when he said, "People use 
it to sit, for dances, for eating 
and not much 
more. There are 
plenty of other places
 you could 
do all these 
things,
 except hold 
university dances." 
SEATING SPACE 
Complaints of not enough seat-
ing space in the lounges were 
heard often. Eva Lichtenfield, 
junior English major, echoed a 
number of students' comments
 
when she said, "The main lounge 
is nice 
except it is always 
crowded."
 
A complaint about the piped -in 
music was registered by Brooks 
Goodall,  senior history major, who 
said, "I wish there were some place 
where there
 wasn't filtered music 
where one








bar on the bottom floor,
 
Fred
 Schmitt, senior art
 major, 
said. 
"Beer is missing from 
the 
Bear's 
Lair. It's really 



































































litsh Department and ASB. It is iini"n designing Sib. 
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 I Bringing












 officials disclosed 
yesterday
 that 61 jet training
 planes. have been 
discovered  sabotaged 
at 
Williams  Air Force Base in 
Arizona. 
The 
sabotage,  the 
announcethent
 said, consisted 
of the cutting 
of electric 
wires  leading to the 
gears
 of the T38 supersonic
 trainers. 
The 
department  said that the 




 begun an inquiry
 but no culprit has
 been found. 
All planes of 
the type were 
immediately









 Li.s. Army sergeant
 has defected to 
Commu-
nist East Germany 
and has asked for political 
asylum,  the East Ger-
man
 news agency 





 the sergeant as James 
Carl
 
Moore of the  U.S.
 Third Armored Division
 at C;elnhausen, near 
Frankfurt
 In West 
Germany. 
At 
Heidelberg, a U.S. 
Reny
 spokesman sal 
dale








(UPI)Linus Panting, a 
leader
 of the ban -the -bomb 
movement in the 
United Staten, and 
two International Red 
Cese 
organizations
 received Nobel Peace prizes 
yesterday





Pauhng won the 3,50,000 
prize for 1962, which was not 
awarded 
until  this 
year.  He 
won
 the prize for physics in 1954, and Ls the only 
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Ruby  In his cell yesterday and 
indicated he might help 
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the  slayer of 
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Tonahill  of Jasper, Tex., 









voice  in what goes in the 
Union, after this 
election, and (21 
Whereas the 7:30 





students  who will 
have little opportunity
 to utilize 
the
 Union but will 
nevertheless  be 
assessed 
the  mandatory fee, and 
131
 






gross  overemphasis 
on
 







therefore  resolved that the 
San Jose 
Democratic  Club urges  a 

















Russell  Kirk on 
this
 cam-
pus in the fall of 1961 will be 
featured at the 




at 8 in 
CI1162.  
Kirk is regarded as one of the 
leading 
spokesmen  for the "New 
Conservatism."  
Prof. Kirk also has a nationally 
syndicated colorful in many news-







A free-for-all discussion on the 
proposed
 
14,114 College Union 
will  



































figures it can count 
n hour. No one else 
d 




e ballots seem 
com-
plicated, they 
were drawn up 
by
 
the Board of Trustees,
 adhering to 
legal requirements. 
The ballot asks




 to finance the union. 
Students are also being asked 
if they 
approve the Board 
of 
Trustees  issuing bonds to pay for 
a 
federal loan financing 
the actual 
building




















 shall be 
met by the 
d 
pursuant  to the State 
'by a building and 
oper-




















located  at the EngineeringBuilding, 
cafeteria, breezeways of 
the Recreation and 
Education Buildings, 
bookstore  and library. 
11 Explains





 SJS College Union cost approximately
 
foot? 
been  the recent question of 
student  opposition to the 
s. 
Steve  Larson yesterday 
afternoon











Cal, San Jose City 
* 
* * 














same time, none of these
 is as high 
as the proposed






must  have a high-rise 
struc-
ture-- 






 Root, local archi-




 the union area behind 
the 
cafeteria. 
These architects determined 
what the 
union will cost if it is 
constructed 
in the specified area. 
When a building is 
higher than 
three stories, the firm said, extra 
coats
 are involved. 
It costs more for air condition-
ing and fire sprinklers. 
EXTRA EXPENSES 
Vertical t ransport a t ion
 also
 
CRIMPS extra expenses. This is the 
transportation of men and ma-
terials
 upward. 





 go for men and 
materials











 the three 
student
 









is the small 
building
 area. 
The space is behind the cafeteria 



















has been asked to 
investigate  




College  Union 
vote 
which 
bear the name 
of Sigma Chi fra-
ternity. 
Chuck  Grehmeier, 
Sigma Chi 
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 are at the North 
Pole. Iruin 
three  In 1-1):3 
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in December













































































































































Library, at San Fernando and 
Fifth  streets. In the 
basement was 
the popular "Coop," a 
fountain and coffee 
shop,
 where students 
and  
faculty













San Jose State has never had a 
real College Union. 
The closest thing to a union was 
the old brick and standstone Car-
negie Library at the corner of 
San Fernando and Fourth Streets 
The aged structure was built in 
1902  with a $50.000 grant from 
steel magnate Andrew Carnegie. 
4;44 
PRESENT 
UNION  - The present 
College  Union, 
offices,  but 
offers  the student body in general 
located at 
315  S. Ninth St., is 




more  than 
a 
television room. It 
was 






 in 1959. 
PATIO 
CAFE
 - At Stanford, the 
coffee shop 
partially has been moved
 outside, where students 
enjoy
 cup of coffee and 
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Use  Your 
Credit
 
The City of San June 11,441 tit, 
library until 1936. when it moved 
into  the abandoned post office
 at 
South Market and West San Fer-
nando Streets. 
MOVES OFFICES 
It was then the college pur-
chased the building and 
in 1937 
moved in 
its student body offices. 
The most popular spot in the 
old library was the "Coop," a 
fountain in the basement, 
where 





"It was intimate," recalls Mrs. 
Irene Epstein, assistant professor 
of journalism. She 
attended  SJS 
from 1937 to 1941. 
THE SHACK 
The 
Coop,  however, wasn't
 ob-
tained without some trouble. 
An even lesser sort of union was 
the tiny L-shaped 
building  called 
the  "Shack." 
It 
preceded the Coop and was 
located 
next to the present Home 
Economics Building. 
It was a wood frame building 
"I would 
guess it was smaller than 
two classrooms." reminisces Dr. 
Richard B. 
Lewis, head of the Di-
vision of Audio




Lewis, a student at SJS 
from 
1926 to 1930,  





One wing of 









 body offices 













as having a 
refreshment  
counter  about 
8 feet long. 
Dean  West 
started
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time  weren't 
satisfied 
with  their 






it was during the 
depression, 
and  money 
































campaign  for a 
union. 
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the words: "You bet 
I'm 





Thus,  the first SJS 
union cam-
paign began 
Jan. 21, 1927, 
when  
it received a whole page
 of pub-
licity in La 
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space for assorted recreational 
:ties and student services. 
.1 
first,  two-thirds
 of those 
.g :rust 
agree  to pay 
the man-
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 up long 
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open to the 
public without charge. I 
Bringing  














yesterday that Si jet 
training planes. have been discovered 
sabotaged
 
at Williams Air Force 
Base  in Arizona. 
The sabotage, the 
announcement  said, consisted of the cutting 
of 
electric  wires leading to the gears 
of the T38 supersonic trainers. 
The department said that the 
FBI and other military security 
investigators
 have begun an inquiry but




 the type were immediately 
grounded for further 
inquiry. 
ARMY SERGEANT








 and has 
asked  for political  asylum, the East Ger-
man  news 
agency
 ADN said 
yesterday. 
The official Communist agency identified the
 sergetiert its James 
Carl Moore 
of the U.S. Third Armored  Division 
at
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ban -the -bomb 
movement
 in the 
United 




















Nobel  prizes. 
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY 
DALLAS  
(UPI I Famed 





 in his cell 
yesterday and 












 H. Tonahill of Jasper, 






gttrinqm,-  Irt ef t 
or direct voice in what goes in the 
Union,  after this election, and 121 
Whereas the 




 night students who will 
have little 
opportunity to utilize 
the Union but 
will nevertheless be 
assessed















activities at the ex-
pense of the 
cultural.
 
Be it therefore resolved
 that the 
San Jose 
Democratic  
Club  urges a 
"no" 
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Americans
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tonight
 at
 8 in 
C11162, 
K irk is regarded as one of the 
leading 
spokesmen for the "New
 
Conservatism."  
Prof. Kirk Aso 
















 KM College Union will 
be a part of tonight's Co-Ree in 
the Women's Gym at 7:30 p.m. 


















them  through 
ing 
machines. 
figures It can count 
n hour. No one else 
d 
in
 the room while 
being tabulated.
 
e ballots seem corn-
plicated, 
they were drawn up by 
the Board 




The ballot asks students if they 
wish to assess themselves manda-
tory 
fees to finance the 
union.  
Students are also 
being  asked 
if they approve 
the Board of 
Trustees issuing bonds 
to pay for 
a federal loan 
financing the actual 






at the San Jose 
State
 






from the building 
remainder of said cost, 
are shall be met 
by
 the 
d pursuant to the State 




rustees of the California
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Recreation and 
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 proposed SJS College
 Union cost approximately
 
, foot? 
been the recent question 
of student 
opposition  to the 
s. Steve Larson yesterday 
afternoon  
explained  why 
the 
drueture will cost 
more  a foot than 




Cal, San Jose 
(tity 
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 $20 a 
square  foot. 
At
 the 
same time, none 
of these is as high 
as the 
proposed  SJS Union. 
HIGH-RISE UNION 
5.15  must have
 a high-rise struc-
ture about six 









 the original 
space  stud-
ies 
of the union 
area
 behind the 
cafeteria. 




union will cost if it is 
constructed in the specified area. 
When a building is higher than 
three stories, the firm said, extra 
costs 
are  involved. 





EXTRA EXPENSES  
Vertical
 transport a 
t ion
 also 
CRIMPS extra expenses. This is the 
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THE LINEUP  
Waiting in line is part of 
the sport on 
big 
weekends.
 This long line 
of skiers waiting


































Spartan  Daily 
Pear,,ek Der. /0. 
/963  
LOOKS EASYThe call of slopes begins again 
in 















 fun for skiers of 
A PAUSEA 
moment's  rest is 
taken in the 
Winter  wonderland
 



























































































































































































were taken by Bob Hall. 
BOTTOMS UP  On his 
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 the Recreation and 
Education Buildings,
 bookstore and library. 
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for
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 of Lee Harvey
 Chnealti. 
Belli was accompanied
 by attorneys 
Sam S. Brody of 
Los  An-
geles, J. 
II. Tonalitil of 
Jasper,
 Tex., and Dbfense
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by Russell Kirk on this cam-
pus in the 
fall of 1961 will he 
featured at the
 meeting of Young 
Americans for 
Freedom (VAS', 
tonight at 8 in 
CI1162.  
Kirk is regarded 
as one of the 
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column in mans' news-










recent question of student opposition  to 
the 








itructure will cost more a 
foot
 than several other College 
e Bay 
Area.  
Cal, San Jose Cityi 
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. 14anta 
Clara  all cost 




same time, none of these is as high 
as the proposed SJS Union. 
HIGH-RISE UNION 





the small building space 
allotted.
 
Higgins and Root, local archi-
tects, made the original space stud-
ies of the 





union will cost 
if it is 
constructed
 in the specified 
area. 





 the firm said, 
extra 
costs  are involved. 
It 
costs more for air 
condition-
ing 



















cost will gee for 
men and 

















the three student 
centers
 




pmblern,  however, the 
architects
 





behind the cafeteria 
and 





leaned  by the 
Board 
of









ley has been 
asked to investigate 
the circulation of posters concern-
ing 
the  College Union vote 
which 









 that the 
fraternity has
 no connection 
What-
soever 
with these posters. 
Grebmeier said, 
in
 his opinion, 
the
 posters are the
 work of an 
anti -union group,
 and there is 
ab-
solutely  no authorization 
for the 
fraternity name
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Everyone kIMAVS Sa1111 121114' 
OrkShOfba are at the North Pole. 
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in December knows his showrooms 
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 is approved 
in a student election. it will 
be 
paid for by 
a graduated scale. Stu-
dents will pay 




-world  Near $fi  
the 
third. $12 
the  fourth.  and




























one  time Wade:
 
of an orchestra which  performed
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build  up a 
team." 
he said. 
"and  within 
the 
next 
few  years the 
AFL  will be 
playing the 
same type 
of ball as 
the NFL teams, 
and I can see 
no
 
reason  why the 
league leaders 
should not
 meet in a 
post -season 
game











the 60 -year -
old  Grange, 








and  possibly 
quarter -backing





























complete  service station/ 
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9 p.m. and 
SUN TILL XMAS 











designed  to bring
 out the 
full
 h -  ;,,ti 
and 
brilliance























































OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN 
JUST THREE 
MINUTES  
(Take your purchase with you immediately!!) 
 DOWNTOWN 
CY 4-9343 
 WILLOW GLEN 
CY 4-7943 






























possible  fos 
game between it 







by singling out the "brilliant 
per-
formance"
 of end Art Powell 
of 
the Oakland 
Raiders, a product 
of San Jose State. 
Speaking
 with great admiration 
and respect for today's college and 
professional  coaches. Grange cred-
ited them for what 
he termed "the 
high 
pinnacle  of excellent 
and 
spectator satisfaction








gan in 1923 
at the University of 
Illinois where,  within
 three years, 
he
 made every all-American 
team,  
set record after
 record and made 
his uniform. Number
 77.. a legend. 
At the age of 21. -The Galloping 
Ghost of Illinois"
 la nickname 
given him by  the late Gramland 
Rice, shared top billing in the 
sports 
world  with such 
headliners
 
as Babe Ruth. Bobby Jones and 
Jack  Dempsey. 
SCORES SIX TIMES 




hibitions came in the
 1924 Illinois -
Michigan game. In six carries dur-




 runs of 
92, 70, 57 and 43 yards. Later in 
the game, he 
ran 15 yards for his 
fifth touchdown and threw a pass 
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last leg of mile relay against 





 Ken Emanuels at tape to give SJS 
exciting
 76-69 win over 
Indians.  
tre for the rest of the season. 
ler thinks that Murphy
 is one 
the finest young 
distance  run-
ner
 to come 
along. He 
is 
ming  him for the 
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has  a best of 1:47, 
although  the 
best he did last year 
while running 
infrequently was 1:51. 
A 




 a big man for the Spar-
tans in both
 the 880 and 
mile.  As 
a freshman he 
turned in times 
of 
















































































will  help is 
the middle
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Negro.  He 
added 
that  it 
does  not 
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the  way. 
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Man,  Rich Chew, 
Termed
 'Finest' SJS 
Gymnast  
Bolstered
 by the finest all-
around
 


























 in individual 






points  per 
meet and hit a high of 
24
 three 






events  and 










 off a 5-9 dual 
meet season, were not 
expected to 
be world-beaters  in the state 
meet, 
but did finish 
a surprising fourth, 
ahead of 
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years  
- -a shot 





1961.  After 
a time In 
junior col-
lege, Kelso will be 
back with the 
Spartans.
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I. I 
Diego State and Chico. 
San Fernando 
Valley piled up 
141 points to 
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second  this 
past spring in the
 state meet. 
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has asked for 
political  asylum, 
the East Ger-
man  news 
agency 
ADN  said 
yesterday. 
The official
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identified the sergeant
 as James 
Carl Moore
 of the U.S. 
Third  Armored 
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pus in the fall of 
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 will he 
featured at the merlitig of Young 
Americans for Freedom I 
YA101
 
tonight at 8 in C11162. 
Kirk is regarded as one of the 














same time, none 
of these is as high 
as the proposed SJS Union. 
HIGH-RISE UNION 
Investigates  
SJS must have a high-rise struc-
ture about
 six stories -because of 
Union Posters 
the 
small  building space allotted. 
Higgins
 and Root, local archi-
tects, made the original 
space stud-
ies of the union
 area behind the 
cafeteria. 
These architects determined 
what the union will cost if it is 
constructed in the specified area 
When 
a building is higher than 
three stories, the firm said, extra 
costs are involved. 
It costs more for air condition-
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This  is the 
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materials  and the 
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five-story  college 
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the
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The space is behind the cafeteria 
and 
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the 
Industrial  Arts 
buildings








ASH attorney general Bill Hol-
ley has
 been asked to investigate 
the circulation of posters concern-
ing the
 College Union vote 
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 that the 
fraternity 
has  no connection
 what-
soever
 with these posters.
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 32 Lanes 
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'TILL 9p.m. and SUN 
TILL XMAS 
Whether you prefer modern 
or traditional, 
you'll find beautiful 
settings by Keepsake 
... 
smartly designed 
to bring out the full he3uty
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 Open Lanes - Mon., Tues., Wed.
 6:30 
 Special Rates 
 Plenty
 of Parking 
 Cameo Room 
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 Base in Arizona.
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 sabotage, the 
announcement  said, 
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cutting 
of electric
 wires leading to 
the gears of the 
T38  supersonic 
trainers.
 
The department said 
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Union, 
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7:30  closing of the 
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foot? 
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about  six stories - because 
of 
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tects, made the original
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ies
 of the union 
area  behind the 
cafeteria. 
These  architects determined 
what the 
union  will cost 
if it is 
constructed in the 
specified  area. 
When a 
building  is higher than 
three stories, the firm said, extra 
costs are involved. 
It. costs more for air condition-
ing and fire sprinklers. 
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. Santa Clara all 
cost
 
about. $20 a square foot. At the 
same time, none of these is as high 
as the proposed 
SJS Union. 
HIGH -RIME UNION 
SJS must have a high-rise struc-
ture about six stories because of 





 made the original space stud-
ies of the union area behind the 
cafeteria. 
These architects determined 
what the union 
will  cost if it is 
constructed in the specified 
area. 
When a building
 is higher than 
three stories, the firm said,
 extra 
costs are involved. 
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soever with these posters. 
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 in his opinion, 
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in-
efficiency
 in the 
police  force. 
SURPRISE NAMING 
Members of 
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ber force
 are still 
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Captain  Alvin Strong. 
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 on the force, 
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to their new 
Chief as "the boy 
wonder," the "college
 kid," and 
"fancy 
Dan." 
Friends have told 
him that these 
terms "are
 not being used 
compli-
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expressing  their 
resentment by 
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that the new 
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 department 
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Outside work interfering with 
police work has recently occurred 
on at least two occasions, accord-
ing to 
informed  sources. 
In one 
case,  a patrolman 
asked 
to be excused 
from work because 
many
 hours of 
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 work had 
fatigued 
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Participation in ski trips is not 
limited to 
club members although 
membership  means reduced rates 
for trips, rentals 
at local ski shops 
and at ski lifts at such areas 
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. Santa Clara all cost 
about, $20 a square foot. At the 
same time, none 
of
 these is as high 
as the proposed SJS Union,  
HIGH-RISE UNION 
SJS must have a high-rise struc-
ture about six storiesbecause of 
the small building space allotted. 
Higgins and Root, local archi-
tects, made the original space stud-
ies of the union area behind the 
cafeteria. 
These architects determined 
what the union will cost 
if it is 
constructed in the specified
 area. 
When
 a building is 
higher  than 
three  stories, the firm said, 
extra  
costs are involved. 
It costs more 
for  air condition-
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 attorney general Bill Hol-
ley 
has been asked to investigate 
the circulation of posters 
concern-
ing the College Union vote 
which  




Chuck Grebmeier. Sigma 
Chi  
president, said yesterday that the 
fraternity has no connection
 what-
soever with these 
posters. 
Grebmeier said,  in his opinion, 
the posters are the work 
of an 
anti -union group, and there
 is ab-
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square  foot.. At the 
same time, none of these is as high 
as the proposed SJS Union. 
HIGH-RISE UNION 
SJS must 
have  a high-rise struc-
ture- .about six stories 
because of 
the small building 
space allotted. 
Higgins and Root, local archi-
tects, made the original space stud-
ies of the union 
area  behind the 
cafeteria. 
These architects determined 
what the union will cost if it is 
constructed in the specified area. 
When a building is higher than 
three stories, the firm said, extra 
costs are involved. 
It costs more for air condition-
ing 
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 a couple of 
the explorers were worried about 
the bats. A stalemate resulted. The 
bats and cavem watched each 
other 10 feet apart. 
HALF-HOUR 
CLIMB  
After a while, the first explorers 
down wanted to go back to the 
surface. They "tied -in"
 to the be-
lay rope and climbed the 70 rungs 
to get
 to the 
top  of the great
 pit 
again. Climbing the ladder 
took 
about half an hour per person, 
including the time it took for the 
person who had just come up to 
get ready to belay the next 
climber.
 








with him. The group left the cave 
area at 7:30 p.m.. after a stay of 
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N. Y. 1 UPI - 
Students who gulp "pep pills" be-
fore 
examinations  in the hope of 
improving grades are just kidding 
themselves.  





University  of 
Rochester,  reports
 such pills 
ac-
tually may have the opposite effect. 
Why? They tend to impair the 
student's  judgment both
 while 
he's 
studying and while taking the test. 
Wendt, who has 
conducted ex-
tensive studies on the psychologi-
cal
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sion of the rocks 
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formed in the 
spaces  between boul-
ders in a 
jumbled
 pile, and lava 
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those in Lava Beds 
National  
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 may be 
uncertain, 
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Delta  Phi is 
determined
 to live 
on.  Some 47 
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passed
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